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Pulitzer Prize winners 2022 

Public service 

The washington post for its account of the assault on washington on 6th January 2021 

Breaking news reporting 

The staff of the miami herald for its coverage of the collapse of the seaside apartment 
towers in florida. 

Investigative reporting 

Corey g. Johnson, rebecca woolington and eli murray of the tampa bay times for an 
expose of highly toxic hazards inside florida’s only battery recycling plant that forced 
the implementation of safety measures to adequately protect workers and nearby 
residents. 

Explanatory reporting 

Staff of quanta magazine, notably natalie wolchover, for reporting on how the webb 
space telescope works. 

Local reporting 

Madison hopkins of the better government association and cecilia reyes of the chicago 
tribune for an examination of chicago’s long history of failed building and fire safety 
code enforcement. 

National reporting 

The staff of the new york times for a project that quantified a disturbing pattern of 
fatal traffic stops by police. 
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International reporting 

The staff of the new york times for reporting that exposed the vast civilian tolls of us-
led airstrikes, challenging official accounts of american military engagements in iraq, 
syria and afghanistan. 

Feature writing 

Jennifer senior of the atlantic for a portrayal of a family’s reckoning of loss in the 20 
years since 9/11. 

Commentary 

Melinda henneberger of the kansas city star for persuasive columns demanding 
justice for alleged victims of a retired police detective accused of being a sexual 
predator. 

Criticism 

Salamishah tillet, contributing critic at large for the new york times, for writing about 
black stories in art and popular culture. 

Editorial writing 

Lisa falkenberg, michael lindenberger, joe holley and luis carrasco of the houston 
chronicle for a campaign that, with original reporting, revealed voter suppression 
tactics, rejected the myth of widespread voter fraud and argued for sensible voting 
reforms. 

Illustrated reporting and commentary 

Fahmida azim, anthony del col, josh adams and walt hickey of insider for a comic on 
an uyghur internment camp. 

Breaking news photography 

Marcus yam of the los angeles times for raw and urgent images of the us departure 
from afghanistan. 

Win mcnamee, drew angerer, spencer platt, samuel corum and jon cherry of getty 
images for comprehensive and consistently riveting photos of the attack on the us 
capitol. 
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Feature photography 

Adnan abidi, sanna irshad mattoo, amit dave and the late danish siddiqui of 
reuters for images of covid’s toll in india. 

Audio reporting 

Staffs of futuro media and prx for “suave” — an immersive profile of a man re-
entering society after more than 30 years in prison. 

Fiction 

The netanyahus: an account of a minor and ultimately even negligible episode in the 
history of a very famous family, by joshua cohen. 

Drama 

Fat ham, by james ijames 

History 

Covered with night, by nicole eustace and cuba: an american history, by ada ferrer 

Biography 

Chasing me to my grave: an artist’s memoir of the jim crow south, by the late winfred 
rembert as told to erin i. Kelly 

Poetry 

Frank: sonnets, by diane seuss 

General nonfiction 

Invisible child: poverty, survival & hope in an american city, by andrea elliott 

Music 

Voiceless mass, by raven chacon 
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